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An exhibit of rare books dealing
with early thoughts about electricity,
magnetism, and kindred subjects has
been arranged in the Central Library.
These books belong to the Vail Coloriginally
collection
a
lection,
amassed by an Englishman, Mr. Edward Dering, and later acquired by
the former President of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Mr. Theodore N. Vail, who presented it to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Electrical Engineering Department-consequently
the name in honor of the donor. The
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company contributes an annual sum
for the support and development of
the Collection, in an attempt to make
it one of the foremost collections of
its kind.
Of the volumes included in the present exhibit the following are amongst
the oldest: "Margarita philosophica
toti philosophie ratioalis; naturalis et
moralis principia dialogice duo de-crim
liris doctissime complectens" published in 1508;' "De magnete, magneticisque corporibus, et de magno
magnete tellure," by William Gilbert,
published in London in 1600; "A short
treatise of magneticall bodies and motions," by M. Ridley, published in
London in 1613; "Philosophica magnetica in qua magnetis natura penitus
explicatur" . . . by N. Cabeo, published in Ferrarie in 1629; and
"Tentamen theoriae electricitatis et
magnetismi," by F. M. U. T. Aepinus,
published in 1759. Mrs. Lane, Vail
Librarian, will be glad to show any of
the other rare books in the collection to those who are interested.
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Frederick Clark Moody '90, died at
Northampton last Tuesday, after a
prolonged illness. He was 58 years
old. Mr. Moody prepared for Technology at the English High School,
from which heagraduated in 1886. After graduation from the Institute he
was for many years connected with
the Bell Telephone Company at Philadelphia, as superintendent of construction, and later lived in Kansas
City.
After a month's illness, F. E. Wilkins '22, of Wakefield, Mass., succumbed to pneumonia on February 14.
Wilkins was a graduate of Course XV.
He prepared for Technology at the
Wakefield High School. While at the
Institute he was a member of Corporation XV, the Mechanical Engineering
Society, and Track.

A. I Browning '22, who was general manager of THE TECH, Volume
Although communications may be unsigned, XLI, was operated upon for appendiif sO requested, the name of theC writer must. citis on February 12 at the Buffalo
in every case. be submitted to the Editor-in- Homeopathic
came
He
Hospital.
THE TECHW reserves the right. howC'hief.
through the operation very well, and
to reject llnsigned communications.
-ir.
II is at present back at work in his poIn Charge of This Issue
sition with the Robertson-Cataract
Electric Company of Buffalo.
P. R. Goldings ......................... .. T. W. Owen I
Thursday, March 1, 1923
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For many years after the founding perience in Industrial Physics.
of the Institute it appeared that the large group of young physicists at
is working upon the new
graduates of Course VIII, Physics, at Technology
photo-elastic method of studying the
Technology were likely to find their strength of structures and machines.
particular field of usefulness in teachSome of the graduates of Course VIII
ing, and the course was therefore set may be found in charge of large reup to be of service especially to men search laboratories and scientific inbe
found
may
preparing for the teaching of Physics. stitutions.uponOthers
optics; upon the manuworking
Within the past ten years, however, facture of glass and insulating mathere has grown up a demand for terials; upon the development of vacphysicists in industry and in scientific uum tubes and radio apparatus; upon
manufacturing
research, which is quite comparable the development andapparatus;
upon
of all kinds of X-ray
and exceeds in amount the demand the micro-structure and hardness of
for physics teachers. It was largely metals and other structural materials;
because of this growing demand of in- upon the design of airplane structures
dustry that there was established at and the study of airplane perforthe Institute some eight years ago the mance; and upon Ithe structure of
course in Industrial Physics. It had rubber. Other graduates are teachers
been found that many of the large in- of Physics or experts or consultants
dustrial companies and the great re- on special physical problems. The insearch laboratories were meeting with vestigation of many problems which
problems ill Physics as definite and of had been more or less counted as matthe same order as those of Industrial ters of engineering is gradually being
Chemistry; and therefore, it became -turned over to the physicist. This is
necessary to attach to the staff of gen- in part because of the recognition of
e, al production and research labora- the value of his services which came
tories physicists as well as chemists. from the experiences of the war in the
It 'was soon found that in many in- matter of submarine detectors, wirestances it was important because the less telephony, sound ranging and
The growth
physicist wras also the pioneer worker similar developments.
in engineering. The success of indus- of work in Industrial Physics has'
trial1 processes and the possibilities of been sufficiently great to call for the
industrial formation of a professional society of
successful
constructing
equipmuent was found to depend quite physicists comparable with the great
as much on a proper study of the engineering societies such as the Amerphysical properties of the materials ican Society of Mechanical Engineers
worked with or sought for, and upon and the Institute of Elecetrical EngiIt is doubtful whether this
the underlying physical laws, as upon neers.
the chemical properties or upon the group of men will ever be as large as,
engineering processes of production. the group of operative and constructThe work of the physicist in indus- ing engineers, but it will undoubtedly
try- is particularly interesting in that be much larger in the near future
he is primarily associated -with devel- than it has ever been before. Of the
opment work, and therefore, most fre- more recent graduates the larger part
quently working with the newer and are engaged in Research.
more interesting portions of problems
The Institute is to be congratulated
rather than with routine of production upon having as its new president a
I
One set of physicist of great experience with inor repeated analyses.
physical problems becomes for in- dustrial problems who will undoubtstance as soon as it is solved, an ad- edly be sympathetic with the efforts
junct to ElectricaI Engineering, and of the Physics staff to increase the
another which has been a problem in effectiveness of instruction to stuAcoustics for a' long time, becomes dents in Course VIII, and to make it
when sufficiently developed to be a possible to turn out men better fitted
matter of routine, a part of Telephone than
as
Industrial
before
ever
Some of the graduate Physicists.
Engineering.
physicists in our own laboratory of
It is interesting to note that four
Industrial Physics have been working lof the seven men who have served as
refracof
problems
for years upon
presidents of Technlology were physitory linings for furnaces and kilns. cists.
As soon as this problem is solved it be- -comnes one for the operating mechani- I:-cal and chemical enlgineer, and leaves
the physicist free to seek new problems and possibly more interesting
Reserved for Tech Party
developments. This is a typical exM
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Dandruff on those gorgeously tailored shoulders? Quick! get yourself a bottle of "Vaseline" Hair
Tonic and stop that before your reputation is ruined. Worse still-have
you lost a hair or two from each
temple? Remember Uncle John's
round and glistening pate, and be
forewarned. "Vaseline" Hair Tonic
is an invaluable aid in keeping the
scalp in perfect condition. At the
same time, it gives the niftiest,
sleekest look to the head. At all drug stores and student barber

I

shops.

Ever " VaselinH 1 product is recommen.ed everj7wliere because of its absohite purity andeffectiveness.

Va~ei ne
REG.U. S. PAT.OFF.

HAIR TONIC
Chesebrough MfgjGo
(consolidated )

By far the most emotional and well
received play the Boston Stock Com.______----_
r- --r-r
-------- ---- ---- 9--- ---- -------------pany has yet offered this season was
II
presented last evening at the St. II
t M
V 30 Ft Ma DS FC30 M
James, Mhten the popular French II
DRIVERS
WITHtOUT
X" enthralled II
melodrama "MIadalme
UNLIMITED MILEAGE
-:
an appreciative and applauding ca- tII REASONABLE FLAT RATES
pacity audience.
ALSO LIMOUSINES FOR HIRE
II
Throughout most of the play, Jac- II
TEL. HASTINGS ST. GARAGE -- Near Tech -- UNI. 9830
queline Floriot, driven from her home .1
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - . -- - - - -- J
5
sunk
a
woman
portrayed
and her boy,
to the lowest depths of degradation
Returning to France
and misery.
from foreign countries she murders
an unscrupulous paramour because he
her husband
is about to blackmail
and dishonor her boy. The last scene
~~TAILOR
is of the trial where the most emotional of climaxes presents itself.
45 Bromfield Street
Sargent Building
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Selectmen of Swamp-

scott at the annual town election held
CONTEMPORARY
THE possibilities of the word circus recently.
of
Course
Mr. Baldwin is a graduate
are so nearly unlimited that it II and has been employed as an elec,T
gives each one of us our own personal trical and mechanical engineer by the II
reaction. It may bring to mind mem- General Electric Co. I-e is at present
STUDY TO LEARN
ories of as varied a nature as the un- a Division Engineer with the Company at Lynn.
(From the Carnegie Tarton)
related components which are thrown
Ptolemy, an Egyptian ruler, had enhurly-burly together to make it up. All
Euclid to teach him geometry,
gaged
I
circuses are alike, yet every one is
I
his royal pupil did not enjoy membut
distinctly itself. We may have seen
I
theorems; he therefore went
orizing
1 his teacher and inquired if there
to
a dozen, we may know what is on the i
no easier way to learn the proi was
I
program, but we can never mistake
positions. To this, the geometrician
the mystery of it all.
OFFICIAL
answered: "There is no royal road to
Thus it has come to be the natural
From February 26 to Mareh 3 inclu- geometry."
Today we find thousands of stufunction of a circus to arouse our cu- sive there will be an exhibition at
in colleges seeking the royal
dents
St.,
Boylston
491
Building,
Rogers
the
riosity. The element of surprise is
Boston, under the auspices of the De- road to learning, but there is no such
Common sense, experi- partment of Architecture of the Mas- thoroughfare; there is no sugar-coated
everything.
ence, all to the contrary still we still I sachusetts Institute of Technology, of nill of knowledge; there is only one
payl our money to see the five legged the Birch Burdette Long Sketch Com- way to learn and that is by study.
concentration and applicacalf and the other wonders of the I petition for 1922, conducted by "Pen- Only by
cil Points"; also a number of water tion can the problem be solved. We
side show. We feel certain that it is I colors by H. B. Warren, C. H. Walker, so often hear it remarked, that most
a fake but we have got to find out Walter Shirlaw and others. The exc- students do not know bow to study,
how it is done. A circus is a sort of hiaition is open to the public daily and it may be true that the average
9 A. M .to 10 P. M.
person lacks the will power necessary
super magician holding out his tricks from
to make him a student. Determinato as for inspection, and who ever
tion is what wins scholarships, proUNDERGRADUATE
resisted the offer to learn how a trickI
crastination brings flunks, to put off
Thei night editor in charge of the a lesson means that it will not be
was perpetrated.
is full;
Tonight in Walker wre will have an- next issue of THE TECH is J. P. Ram- done, because the programpiling
up,
sey, Jr. '25. Tel. University. 6053-R. the daily assignments keep
is scarcely r All matters concerning the issue so as to make it impossible for an
other opportunity. It
I should be referred to him.
probable that a few years or months51
average individual to catch up. Do
the Institute have dulled our curiosity II The Tech Circus Committee will it today, tomorrow may be too late,
and remember that the lesson unin any way, and so once more we II hold an important meeting in the west
lounge of Walker at 5 o'clock this af- studied is a distinct loss, for only by
have a circus challenging us to pen- ternoon.
study do we learn.
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Henry S. Baldwin '96 was elected

to the Board
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etrate its hokus pokus. Many of the
activities have conspired to dazzle the
calculus-ridden brain and if Tech undergraduates still retain human weaknesses in spite of their surroundings
Walker will rival the glories of the
canvas temple this evening.

Published throughout the school Year by the

____

My Spring Importations are now on display. I invite an
early inspection of the finest FOREIGN MATERIALS
obtainable.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO TECH STUDENTS
c
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A Johnston & Murphy Shoe

I

In Heavy Full Double Sole. An Imported
Scotch grain.

Black or Tan.

A man's Oxford of superlative merit and sub,
stance-for $14.50.
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L. ESART CO.
Exclusive Men's Boot Shop

96 BOYLSTON ST.,
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